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DEAR FRIEND,
Every year I like to get inspired and set new

I’m not sure of your exact situation or if you’ve

health and fitness goals, plus I also like to plan

ever previously set goals and reviewed how far

out and think about other areas of my life too.

you have come…

It’s also very important to review where you’ve

So that is why I’ve put together this...

been and how far you have come.
In fact this process over the years has helped
me accomplish many things and I write this not
to show off but to inform you that it is possible
to ‘get’ whatever it is you want in life.
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Yes – you’ll most probably have to put in some
hard work but the rewards will be worth it.
Decrease weight – YES
Improve cardio fitness – YES
Improve quality of sleep – YES
Decrease or come off certain medications – YES
Feel lighter, younger and more energised – YES
Improve nutrition – YES
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Here’s what I
recommend you do:

01

PRINT THIS OUT. We type so much now on our phones, tablets, computers and stare at

screens all day long. So if you can, please print this out, so you can physically write onto it.
(If you do not have the facilites to print this out then you can type directly into this document.
However, you will need to complete the ‘Wheel of Life’ at the end manually on a piece of paper.)

02

FIND A QUIET PLACE. You need to have 30-40 quiet minutes/downtime with no

distractions. This is so you can concentrate on filling in the gaps on the next pages. I’m
serious…your future is important and if you rush this process you’ll most probably skip a
certain section or not put as much thought into it as you should have.

03

START TO REALLY ‘THINK’ AND ‘DREAM’ ABOUT WHAT IS POSSIBLE. It might seem a
bit wishy-washy but it’s very true that what you think about, you become. If you are always

focusing your mind on ‘negative’ stuff your thought patterns will most probably be negative too.
So I recommend you get excited about this process; start dreaming and think big.

04
05

IF YOU HAVE A SPOUSE I HIGHLY RECOMMEND YOU SHARE THIS EXERCISE WITH
THEM so you get them on board and review the last 12 months together.

SHARE IT WITH ME. (OPTIONAL BUT HIGHLY RECOMMENDED.)

I’m a coach, not just in fitness and nutrition but also in every area of life. I’ve helped hundreds
of people and coached them to success and that’s why I want to help you. Simply show me
your “Wheel of Life”* when I see you next (if you know me) or if we’ve never met, simply
take a picture of your Wheel of Life and email me your results to my personal email:
enquiries@thisisfitness.info

*The Wheel of Life is on the last page and this will make sense when you get to that page.
One of the biggest keys to success with reviewing is being honest with yourself.
By showing me your Wheel of Life I’ll be there to hold you accountable and more in 2021.
Fill out the review below and start planning 2021!

REVIEW

Don’t over think your answers.
Respond as quickly and as truthfully as possible.

The 5 greatest things that happened to me in the last 12 months, in no
particular order are:

#1
#2
#3
#4
#5
I am most proud of these three accomplishments from the last 12 months:

#1
#2
#3

The three greatest lessons that I’ve learned from the last 12 months are:

#1
#2
#3
Three personal improvements that I have made in the last 12 months:

#1
#2
#3

The greatest influences (products, people, viewpoints, other) on me in the
last 12 months:

#1
#2
#3

The smartest decision I made in the last 12 months:

The biggest risk I took in the last 12 months:

Most important relationship I improved in the last 12 months:

One to three words that best sum up and describe my last 12 months’
experience are:

The three things I need to do less of in the upcoming 12 months are:

#1
#2
#3

The three things I need to do more of in the upcoming 12 months are:

#1
#2
#3

GRATITUDE

Three amazing people in my life are:

#1
#2
#3

Three great things about my home and where I live are:

#1
#2
#3

Three great things about where I work and what I do for a living are:

#1
#2
#3

Three great gifts I have been given or skills I have developed are:

#1
#2
#3

Three areas of knowledge and experience I have developed are:

#1
#2
#3

Is there anything I am taking for granted that I should be thankful for?

LIFE ASSESSMENT:

RELATIONSHIPS
& FAMILY
Rate on a scale from 1 to 5, 1
being least true and 5 being most true

I spend at least 10 hours of focused time with my family each week.

1		2		3		4		5
I get together with friends at least once a week.

1		2		3		4		5
There is no one in my life whom I have not completely forgiven.

1		2		3		4		5

I am actively engaged in learning how to be a better spouse to my partner,
parent to my children and friend to my neighbours and colleagues.

1		2		3		4		5
I actively look for ways to help, support and advance the success of my
friends and family.

1		2		3		4		5
I take complete responsibility for all relationship conflicts when they arise.

1		2		3		4		5
I easily trust those I live and work with.

1		2		3		4		5
I am 100 percent honest and open with all those I live and work with.

1		2		3		4		5

It is easy for me to commit to others and honour those commitments.

1		2		3		4		5
I recognise when I need support and can freely seek help.

1		2		3		4		5

TOTAL SCORE:

Tally your points and write your
Relationship & Family score here:

LIFE ASSESSMENT:

Physical
Health
Rate on a scale from 1 to 5, 1
being least true and 5 being most true

I do strength training at least 3x a week.

1		2		3		4		5
I do cardiovascular exercise at least 3x a week.

1		2		3		4		5
I do stretching and/or yoga type exercise at least 3x a week.

1		2		3		4		5

During a typical day, I watch no more than 1 hour of TV.

1		2		3		4		5
I eat a proper breakfast every day.

1		2		3		4		5
I don’t eat fast food, ever.

1		2		3		4		5
I spend time outside for at least 30 minutes a day, every day.

1		2		3		4		5
I have undisturbed sleep for at least 8 hours each night.

1		2		3		4		5

I take a multi-vitamin and fish oil supplement daily.

1		2		3		4		5
I drink at least 8 glasses of water per day.

1		2		3		4		5

TOTAL SCORE:

Tally your points and write your
Physical Health score here:

LIFE ASSESSMENT:

BUSINESS/CAREER
Rate on a scale from 1 to 5, 1
being least true and 5 being most true

I plan my day out the day before.

1		2		3		4		5
My goals are written, prominently displayed and regularly reviewed.

1		2		3		4		5
I love what I do and enjoy getting up every day to do my job.

1		2		3		4		5

I am continually led with feelings of accomplishment and satisfaction from
my work.

1		2		3		4		5
I am constantly improving my professional strengths and weaknesses.

1		2		3		4		5
If I could, I would still do my job without pay.

1		2		3		4		5
I am home with my family on time every day.

1		2		3		4		5
My current business/career has the realistic potential of accomplishing all
my financial goals for the next year.

1		2		3		4		5

My current business/career has the realistic potential of accomplishing all
my financial goals for the next 10 years.

1		2		3		4		5
My current business/career gives me a feeling of significance as it makes a
positive difference in the lives of others.

1		2		3		4		5

TOTAL SCORE:

Tally your points and write your
Business score here:

LIFE ASSESSMENT:

FINANCES
Rate on a scale from 1 to 5, 1
being least true and 5 being most true

I have a completely detailed budget and unfailingly stick to it.

1		2		3		4		5
I have a professionally designed and diversified financial portfolio.

1		2		3		4		5
I save at least 10 percent of my income every month.

1		2		3		4		5

I am credit card debt-free.

1		2		3		4		5
I have a dedicated six-month reserve account completely funded and
set aside.

1		2		3		4		5
I feel that I am compensated completely according to my worth.

1		2		3		4		5
I have an updated and complete last will and testament.

1		2		3		4		5
I have the needed insurance and financial plan in place for my family should
something happen to me.

1		2		3		4		5

I have a detailed retirement plan that will accommodate exactly what I need
to live as I desire for the rest of my life.

1		2		3		4		5
I live well below my means and never spend money imprudently.

1		2		3		4		5

TOTAL SCORE:

Tally your points and write your
Finances score here:

LIFE ASSESSMENT:

SPIRITUAL
Rate on a scale from 1 to 5, 1
being least true and 5 being most true

I consider myself a spiritual person.

1		2		3		4		5
I take at least 20 minutes each day to meditate and reflect on my life.

1		2		3		4		5
Others who know me would consider me a spiritual person.

1		2		3		4		5

I have a personal relationship with my spiritual source.

1		2		3		4		5
I study my spiritual beliefs daily.

1		2		3		4		5
I practice my spiritual beliefs daily.

1		2		3		4		5
I teach my spiritual beliefs daily.

1		2		3		4		5
I live completely in accordance with my spiritual beliefs.

1		2		3		4		5

I consistently use my spirituality to help resolve my problems.

1		2		3		4		5
I consistently use my spirituality to help others.

1		2		3		4		5

TOTAL SCORE:

Tally your points and write your
Spiritual score here:

LIFE ASSESSMENT:

MENTAL

Rate on a scale from 1 to 5, 1
being least true and 5 being most true

I read something instructional or inspirational for at least 30 minutes
each day.

1		2		3		4		5
I listen to something instructional or inspirational for at least 30 minutes
each day.

1		2		3		4		5
I seek instructional information in my field every day.

1		2		3		4		5

I have a mentor whom I trust.

1		2		3		4		5
All my friends are a positive influence in my life.

1		2		3		4		5
I never engage in gossip.

1		2		3		4		5
I review my major goals every day.

1		2		3		4		5

I review what I am grateful for every day.

1		2		3		4		5
I always say no to requests or obligations that don’t fit my core values or
objectives.

1		2		3		4		5

TOTAL SCORE:

Tally your points and write your
Mental score here:

LIFE ASSESSMENT:

LIFESTYLE
Rate on a scale from 1 to 5, 1
being least true and 5 being most true

I have hobbies outside of work that I enjoy and take part in at least 3 times
a week.

1		2		3		4		5
I attend cultural events (e.g., opera, museums, theatre) at least one time
a month.

1		2		3		4		5
I vacation/holiday at least once a year with no work communications.

1		2		3		4		5

I spend as much time as I want with my family.

1		2		3		4		5
I spend as much time as I want with my friends.

1		2		3		4		5
I am constantly seeking adventure, trying something new and creating
diverse experiences.

1		2		3		4		5
I feel like there is enough time in the day to do what I both need and want
to do.

1		2		3		4		5
I live life to the fullest every day.

1		2		3		4		5

I take time out to daydream every day.

1		2		3		4		5
I am completely present in every moment of every day.

1		2		3		4		5

TOTAL SCORE:

Tally your points and write your
Lifestyle score here:

The Wheel of Life
To determine the balance sheet of your life, take your scores from the previous
pages and plot them on the wheel on the following page. Start from the centre and
use the key to mark your current status. Then connect all the dots to see
how balanced your wheel is. Large or small, your ideal wheel is perfectly
round so it rolls smoothly down the path of life.
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KEY: Score of 5 = 1 notch. Score of 6-10 = 2 notches. Score of 11-15 = 3 notches.
Score of 16-20 = 4 notches. Score of 21-25 = 5 notches. Score of 26-30 = 6 notches.
Score of 31-35 = 7 notches. Score of 36-40 = 8 notches. Score of 41-45 = 9 notches.
Score of 46-50 = 10 notches.
*The Wheel of Life is adapted from a concept employed by Paul J. Meyer and Success Motivation

I hope you have enjoyed this Review sheet and it has given you the inspiration
you need to begin your fitness journey in 2021 and beyond.
If you need any more help please don’t hesitate to get in contact with us on

www.thisisfitness.uk
We are always here to help!

Good luck and we wish you all the best on becoming a better you!

Michelle Dawson

Brandon McLaughlin

Then I came across This is Fitness, I got a response to my
email straight away inviting me for a chat. From the moment I
stepped into the gym I knew that I had found the place that was
right for me. During the initial chat Hayley & Lynsie explained the
TIF approach, the gym wasn’t at all intimidating and there was
real sense of community with people actually chatting with each
other....After living in London for so long I’m not exactly used to
people communicating with each other unless it involved nonverbal aggressive body language as they waited for you to finish
a set of exercises!

Henry Knox

After 8+ years in London I relocated to my hometown in May,
top of my list was finding somewhere I could train and continue
my fitness journey after some time out with a back injury. Being
no fan of big intimidating gyms and having previously worked
with personal trainers I knew that this worked for me but where
did I start finding a PT?

I completed the 30 day trial which was a great way to get
involved with everything TIF has to offer from PT through to
classes. Initially you start with a couple of PT sessions then are
introduced to small group training. With a maximum of 4 people
in each session you get the right balance of personal attention
plus the added bonus of motivation from those training around
you. Each of the trainers have their own style and what has
really struck me is the consistent approach and philosophy to
focus on the foundations building strength and confidence.
I’ve not looked back since joining TIF and alongside improving
my fitness what I’ve really appreciated is the attention to detail
and sense of community. I’ve taken part in challenges, met
some amazing people and most importantly been encouraged
all the way. To me this has been the absolute unexpected
bonuses of joining TIF. If you are looking to start your fitness
journey or like me get back into it then you will definitely not
regret giving TIF a try.

Kerry Thomas

From the moment I walked in compared to some other places
I have been, I found it a very warm and welcoming place.
Gone were the trainers who just showed you around and
left you to fend for yourself, here were trainers that were very
knowledgeable and helped you every step of the way, whether
exercise related or nutrition. The helped correct your bad
posture to help avoid injury or if you were carrying an injury the
best way to train with it and strengthen it as it got better. Each
session is different and tailored to each individual, and they
always encourage you to slowly challenge yourself. The whole
atmosphere is friendly and fun, and you even have a laugh while
you train. The whole environment is like one big community
spirit, which is amazing.
With both things going on within the gym, but also externally.
It’s down to TIF and it’s trainers that I have found my love
of exercise and encouraged me through my own personal
challenges that have given me more confidence in myself just
to give things a go.

I have been going to This is Fitness in Stafford for just over a
year now. I can honestly say that I have never experienced a
gym like it anywhere before. The staff all know you by name
and are genuinely excited to see you when you come in for a
session. Anytime I have stumbled with my commitment, or had
an injury or physical impediment they have been willing able
to work around it in a way that didn’t make me feel like I had
failed. The emotional support that I receive from the team (staff
and clients alike) keeps me coming back when I would have
given up in the past. Over six stone lost and still going - I am so
grateful to everyone at This is Fitness. I have found myself loving
the gym in a way I never expected, and everything has changed
for the better.

This Is Fitness (TIF) is the best gym I’ve ever trained at from
start to finish. You instantly feel a member as soon as you start
with all the friendly welcoming personal trainers (PT) explaining
what is on offer for you to take advantage of.
All the PTs remember your name from your very first session
which makes you get a feeling of belonging and invites you to
continue to book sessions. Booking sessions at the gym could
not be easier. Everything you need is in a user friendly app
where you can book the small group personal training sessions,
classes and check ins. All the PTs are happy to help if you have
any questions on the app too.
I have enjoyed the small group training greatly and feel it’s the
most effective way of achieving my goals. You get the expertise
of the personnel trainers that plan out sessions and alter
them to suit the individual needs and abilities, as well as the
competitiveness from other members pushing each other to
work harder. TIF puts on classes such as fusion and build which
gives more variety to training keeping you interested, focused
and committed. Being a member at TIF also gains you access
to a myzone belt that tracks your heart rate. This pushes you to
keep working hard during sessions. All the data is recorded on
another easy accessible app where you can see other members
workouts too. Along with all the small group PTs, classes, apps
and myzone belts, to help you achieve your goals, the PTs put
on weekly coaches challenges. These vary immensely so you
never know what to expect some are more for fun and others
are more challenging either way everyone is welcome to engage
with them. To see your results and give yourself a little credit
for all the graft you’ve put in you can book a check in. Check
ins are a brilliant way to stay motivated. You can use the body
scanner which will tell you everything you need to know about
your body and helps to set your next goal. Check ins are the
perfect time to have conversations about how your training is
going, nutrition and lifestyle.
Overall this gym and the staff there will help you make your
goals become reality in an all welcoming, varied, challenging
and exciting fashion however, you have to put the work in :)
With all the above and with all the fantastic members it’s next to
impossible not to keep booking sessions. Get involved!

